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Illustration for article titled We Tested T-Mobiles 5G in New York: What a ... 5G handsets, so for now, the only supported
phone is the Galaxy S10 5G. ... Overall, T-Mobile's 5G speeds averaged around 250 Mbps down (which is .... T-Mobile's
millimeter-wave 5G, left on the Galaxy S10 5G, is much faster than ... In speed tests across the city, I found download speeds on
5G to often ... Verizon's network in New York, for comparison, was able to top 1Gbps .... Get all the latest information on the T-
Mobile 5G US rollout. ... Check out Three 5G broadband ... The increased speeds do cover more than 200 million people and ...
in the New York Court has ruled in favour of letting T-Mobile and Sprint ... The Galaxy S10 5G is powered by Samsung's own
Exynos 9820 .... T-Mobile's 5G network delivers close to 600 Mbps speeds in New York City ... And we just ran our first speed
tests using the Galaxy S10 5G, a 6.7-inch ... But T-Mobile has only 100MHz of spectrum deployed in NYC versus .... T-Mobile
is launching it's 5G network for anyone with a 5G compatible device. ... While our initial tests don't show the huge speeds
people have come to expect with 5G, ... With some coverage in New York, Los Angeles, Las Vegas, Dallas, ... The Galaxy S10
5G is a larger version of the S10+ with a larger .... Even if you're in NYC, buying the Galaxy S10 5G on T-Mobile seems a little
silly. It'll only ever be able to take advantage of that millimeter wave .... Jump to 5G vs 4G Speeds - 5G vs 4G Speeds. samsung
galaxy s10 5G. Carriers have promised a lot of things when it comes to 5G speeds. There .... Tests on Verizon's 5G network in
New York City one day ahead of ... Samsung Galaxy S10 5G outside One Penn Plaza delivered download speeds right ...
Interestingly, according to new tests of T-Mobile's 5G network in NYC .... T-Mobile speed tests on two phone. ... Why even sell
a new phone as “5G” if it's only going to be a little faster than the prior-generation .... ... than the carrier's existing unlimited
plan. We took the Galaxy S10 5G out for a spin in New York City to test T-Mobile's 5G download speeds.. We tested the S10
5G on T-Mobile's network in New York City, and saw max download speeds of 579 Mbps downtown and an average of 369.9
Mbps. That's better than LTE, but not as impressive as the speeds we saw from Verizon's mmWave-based network in Chicago..
T-Mobile users will have more 5G coverage for their new Galaxy S20 phones ... with longer range 5G networks like T-Mobile's
is slower 5G speeds. ... the Snapdragon 865, will also let you access your carrier's 5G network. ... stick with your Galaxy S10
instead of buying the new Galaxy S20 ... Also check out:.. T-Mobile launched its 5G network in New York City and other
markets June 28. We put it to the test with the Samsung Galaxy S10 5G. ... The fastest 5G download speed I achieved on T-
Mobile's network was 510Mbps. That's .... Even though T-Mobile's nationwide 5G service is currently delivering pretty ... 5G
speed test and T-Mobile's average download data speed was ... New Street's report says, "Deploying the 2.5 GHz with 5G will
also ... Samsung Galaxy S10 Factory Unlocked Phone with 128GB - Prism Black ... Your E-mail:.. Explore our 5G coverage
map and check availability in your area! ... customers using >50GB/mo. may notice reduced speeds due to data prioritization.
No signal .... Well, that's unexpected. It turns out an unlocked Verizon Samsung Galaxy S10 5G can connect to T-Mobile's as-
yet-unlaunched millimeter-wave .... More on 5G: Galaxy S10 5G speed tests on Verizon in Chicago deliver impressive results ·
Verizion Moto Z3 Android Pie update rolling out w/ 5G .... I tested one of the newest and most advanced 5G phones for a week,
the ... Fast 5G speeds on Verizon's mmWave network in New York City. ... T-Mobile 5G on the Galaxy S20 Ultra is slower than
Verizon's, but still good.. We started off in Times Square, at the T-Mobile store, where we bought the Samsung Galaxy S10 5G,
which is currently the only 5G phone .... T-Mobile's 5G network is live in multiple cities: here's where it's active and ... users to
casually download data at lightning-fast speeds, and T-Mobile has just activated its own. ... The Samsung Galaxy S10 5G with
its Snapdragon 855 chip. ... testing millimeter wave in Atlanta, Los Angeles, Miami, New York, ... 87b4100051 
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